shark tales
What are sharks aware of?
Text and illustrations
by Ila France Porcher

water, spreading in a uniform spherical
pattern, and sharks hear well. They are
particularly sensitive to low-frequency
vibrations, such as those caused by
movement in the water and crashing
waves. They can also detect pressure
waves with the sense organ called the
lateral line.

Sharks have a very different set
of senses than we do, yet the
eyesight of the free-swimming
species is good. So, when they
look at you, they are seeing you.
The lateral line
But you may have the impresThe lateral line is found in fish, sharks,
sion that they are using senses
and some amphibians, and is made up
other than their eyes most often. of a series of receptors in a line along
the length of the animal. The receptors
Indeed, apart from our shared
good eyesight, it is impossible for consist of a sensor within a cupola of
jelly, which is directly affected by presus to imagine how sharks experi- sure in the water, just as the hair cells in
ence their liquid realm.
our inner ears, which keep us balanced,
Sound and vibration are very important
to sharks. Sound travels a long way in
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are directly affected by movement. It
is thought that the lateral line and the
inner ear have a common origin far back
in evolutionary time
when life was selecting the basics.
A complex nervous
system analyses the
incoming information
in each tiny receptor, enabling sharks
to perceive events
beyond visual range
through these pressure vibrations.
Sharks can be
aware of a person or
large animal moving
in the vicinity, while
remaining unseen,
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beyond the blue curtain of the visible
range. Some of the sharks present at a
shark feeding dive may have come to
investigate, after hearing the submarine
uproar caused by other sharks feeding. On their first approaches into visible
range, you will see that these late comers
generally pass just barely into view. A few
minutes later, they will come again, probably closer.

Ampullae of Lorenzini

Then there are the electro-receptive
organs, the ampullae of Lorenzini. They
detect voltage—electrical potential
across a barrier. This is not the same
as the ability to detect current flowing through a conductor, such as along
a nerve—sharks cannot detect brain
waves. But they can hear the beating of
your heart, and sense other signals about
your subjective state.
The ampullae of Lorenzini can pick up
the voltage emitted by working muscle
tissue. Sharks easily detect such voltage
down to the microvolt range, which is
the range emitted by most sharks’ prey.
Since sea water is saltier than blood, the
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difference in ionic concentration produces an electrical potential between
the inside and the outside of fish. The animal’s skin shields most of it, but there are
places, such as the gills, that emit a faint
electric field that sharks can detect.
It has been calculated that in a perfect ocean, a typical shark could detect
a one-and-a-half-volt AA battery from a
distance of hundreds of kilometres, but
the ocean is full of background noise
that limits the range to about a metre.
So, sharks and rays use their electro-sense
to detect living prey at close range. This
works even when the prey is hidden in
murky water or when it is buried in sand.

Sensitive mouth

Lastly, a shark can taste and feel its prey
with its sensitive mouth, which is the only
part of its anatomy designed by nature
for contact with the solid environment.
All of these senses are used in different combinations, depending on species
and circumstance, just as we at times use
hearing more than sight, and at other
times are focused on an odour or touch.
The more than 470 species of sharks, diver-
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sified across eight orders, inhabit a wide
variety of environmental niches, so their
senses are adapted accordingly, and
doubtless vary widely, just as bird species
adapted to different habitats are very different from each other.

Different reality

Sharks are aware of a very different reality than we are, yet underwater they
appear as peaceful and very rational
animals as they pass, looking at divers
looking at them. It is possible that they
can sense whether you are stressed or
frightened, or completely relaxed, which
could indicate to them that you are not
in attack mode. Shy sharks will avoid you
most when you are purposely finning and
looking for them, for example, and if you
want one to approach, stay very quiet in
the water, and maybe it will come closer
for a look.
The majesty of being in the presence
of a shark is unforgettable, and shark
dives present one of the best ways to
discover them. 
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"Until Mexico takes action,
hammerheads will keep being killed
by the thousands for their fins.”

THE LARGEST & LONGEST–RUNNING DIVE EXPO IN ASIA
ASIA’S LEADING DIVE HUB

Alejandro Olivera, Mexican representative for
the Center for Biological Diversity
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In Mexico, hammerhead sharks do not have any specific protection.

Lawsuit pushes Mexico to protect
hammerheads sharks
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The Center for Biological Diversity has filed a groundbreaking lawsuit
seeking protection for three species of hammerhead shark. The legal action
is likely the first-ever lawsuit aimed at forcing wildlife protections under
NOM-059, Mexico’s equivalent of the US Endangered Species Act.
The Mexican fishing industry
catches thousands of tons of
hammerheads a year. The suit,
filed in district court in La Paz,
notes that Mexico’s Secretariat
of Environment and Natural
Resources (Semarnat) ignored
scientific evidence demonstrating
that hammerhead sharks urgently
need protection, as is already
recognized internationally.

lewini) and great hammerhead
(S. mokarran) are classified worldwide as “critically endangered”
by the International Union for
Conservation of Nature (IUCN).
The smooth hammerhead (S.
zygaena) is “vulnerable” to extinction. Scalloped hammerheads
are also protected under the US
Endangered Species Act.

The lawsuit focuses on three hammerhead species threatened by
shark finning and fishing, including in Mexican waters. The scalloped hammerhead (Sphyrna

Yet in Mexico, none of these
sharks have any specific protection and can be targeted for fishing like other shark species. Once
the hammerheads are added
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Unprotected in Mexico
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to NOM-059, Semarnat can issue
measures and regulations to ensure sustainability, including limits
on catching hatchlings, juveniles
and pregnant females to ensure
the populations’ recovery.
Existing Mexican regulations do
address shark-fishing but allow
directed, indiscriminate catch of
sharks, and thus do not distinguish
between threatened and lessthreatened shark populations.
Regulations also allow sharks to
be caught and killed before they
breed.  SOURCE: THE CENTER FOR
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